


ANALOG Production is a strong provider of all production 

services offering a wide spectrum of skills and experience. We 

stand out from the crowd as a result of our offices embracing 

creative determination, hard work ethos and our scope of 

services. 

ANALOG Production offer genuine resolutions to our clients 

from concept to delivery of final product. Our team is all 

in-house which allows us to be cost-effective and to ensure our 

standard is never altered.  
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With a keen awareness and reverence for human dignity, Lafi creates images 
that not only educate but also stir a viewer’s deep emotion. During his career, 
spanning close to 20 years.
Lafi’s worldwide assignments have taken him around the world from remote 
such as Antarctica and the plains of the Arabian Desert to metropolitan cities 
all around the world.
His passion for film and photography is evident and recognizable to those 
who are familiar with his work..
As a flmmaker and photographer, Lafi has tackled sensitive issues such as the 
impact of cultural behaviour on the mentally ill and the misguided stigmatic 
attitude towards the disabled in the Middle East and neighbouring countries. 
His contribution to social issues has also seen him explore the realities of 
human trafficking in Nepal and the plight of abandoned  children living on the 
streets of Ethiopia.

David Goff is a professional photographer and videographer with over 
20 years experience.
He has been awarded a fellowship with the British Institute of Professional 
Photography (BIPP), which is only attainable for photographers with 
distinguished and exceptional ability and creativity in photography.
David is highly passionate about photography, art, and design/fashion and 
always looks to produce top quality work in a challenging and commercial 
environment. He has received over 100 professional awards from the BIPP, 
MPA and SWPP. David specializes in fashion, architecture/interiors, 
advertising, portraits, reportage and documentary.

Lafi
Director/Partner

David
Partner & Head of Photography



We are an ever-growing team of 

passionate and determined 

individuals.  

Collectively ANALOG has a large 

diversity of skills and experience in 

all fields related to production.  

In ANALOG we all strongly believe in 

collaboration and teamwork 

utilizing the experience of each 

individual in their field. Our services 

range from high-end commercial 

photography to TVCs all the way to 

event coverage. We offer all aspects 

of production and have specialist 

individuals in each skill. 

Communication with our clients is 

essential and we understand 

collaboration with our team and the 

client will lead to high quality results. 

Our team strives to understand our 

clients and invest time to ensure we 

always complete a job on time and 

inline with client expectations. 



ANALOG Production’s client’s 

diversity is one aspect of our 

company which stands us out from 

the crowd. 

We work with a range including 

Government, Semi Government 

and private brands. ANALOG 

Production has worked on the 

biggest events that have taken 

place in the UAE for multiple years 

such as The Government Summit 

and WorldSkills. 

Our flexibility with our team allows 

us to cater for any job request and 

our expertise allows us to ensure 

the client is satisfied with the 

results.
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www.analogproduction.com

C-11 twofour54 Media Zone, Abu Dhabi
www.analogmedia.ae

Alexander Gresser

 Mobile: +971 50 856 2953

Dubai,Downtown, Ontario Tower
www.analogcreative.net

Ehsan Ghassan

 Mobile: +971 50 173 5334

Tel:+971 4 363 9195  Email: info@analogproduction.com  Dubai,Business Bay

https://www.facebook.com/AnalogUAE/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEdZt9RT6bG0x5KClY3ZJnw
https://www.instagram.com/analoghq/
https://vimeo.com/analoghq



